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The PUR protein family is a distinct and highly conserved class that
is characterized by its sequence-specific RNA- and DNA-binding. Its
best-studied family member, Pur-�, acts as a transcriptional regu-
lator, as host factor for viral replication, and as cofactor for mRNP
localization in dendrites. Pur-�-deficient mice show severe neuro-
logic defects and die after birth. Nucleic-acid binding by Pur-� is
mediated by its central core region, for which no structural infor-
mation is available. We determined the x-ray structure of residues
40 to 185 from Drosophila melanogaster Pur-�, which constitutes
a major part of the core region. We found that this region contains
two almost identical structural motifs, termed ‘‘PUR repeats,’’
which interact with each other to form a PUR domain. DNA- and
RNA-binding studies confirmed that PUR domains are indeed
functional nucleic-acid binding domains. Database analysis show
that PUR domains share a fold with the Whirly class of nucleic-acid
binding proteins. Structural analysis combined with mutational
studies suggest that a PUR domain binds nucleic acids through two
independent surface regions involving concave �-sheets. Struc-
ture-based sequence alignment revealed that the core region
harbors a third PUR repeat at its C terminus. Subsequent charac-
terization by small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and size-
exclusion chromatography indicated that PUR repeat III mediates
dimerization of Pur-�. Surface envelopes calculated from SAXS
data show that the Pur-� dimer consisting of repeats I to III is
arranged in a Z-like shape. This unexpected domain organization of
the entire core domain of Pur-� has direct implications for ssDNA/
ssRNA and dsDNA binding.

crystal structure � DNA binding � RNA binding � fragile X-associated tremor �
ataxia syndrome

Pur-�, Pur-�, and Pur-� are the three members of the purine-
rich element binding protein (PUR) family, mainly found in

higher eukaryotes (1, 2). Studies on human and mouse Pur-�
revealed a regulatory function in the transcription of neuronal
genes with TATA-less promoters (1, 2). More recent evidence
indicates that Pur-� is an integral factor of actively transported
neuronal mRNPs (3, 4). Furthermore, Drosophila Pur-� binds to
CGG repeats in the 5�UTR of FMR1 mRNA, and thereby
contributes to the occurrence of fragile X-associated tremor/
ataxia syndrome (5). Given these multiple roles for Pur-�, it is
not surprising that Pur-�-deficient mice die within the first weeks
after birth, with severe neurologic pathologies (6). Pur-� also
serves as cellular host factor for the infection of RNA viruses like
JC virus and HIV (7–10), most likely by augmenting viral
replication (11, 12). The function of Pur-� and -� is less well
understood.

PUR proteins consist of a glycine-rich flexible N terminus, a
central core region, and a C-terminal, potentially phosphory-
lated protein-interaction region of variable length (Fig. 1A) (1).
The core region shows the highest sequence conservation [sup-
porting information (SI) Fig. S1], defines the family of PUR
proteins, and mediates sequence-specific binding to ssDNA,
dsDNA, and ssRNA, with a preference for (GGN)-repeats. PUR
proteins lack sequence homology to proteins with known struc-

ture. Thus, it is unclear which three-dimensional-fold PUR
proteins adopt in their core region and how they interact with
nucleic acids.

We have determined the crystal structure of a major part of
the core region from Drosophila melanogaster Pur-� at 2.1 Å
resolution. The structure reveals that this region is constituted by
two highly homologous repeats, which interact with each other
to form a PUR domain. Each repeat consists of an antiparallel
�-sheet and one �-helix. Size-exclusion chromatography and
small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) studies confirmed that both
repeats also interact to form a PUR domain in solution. Sys-
tematic database searches revealed that the PUR domain is
homologous to the ‘‘Whirly’’ class of nucleic-acid binding folds.
EMSA confirmed that the PUR domain is also a functional
DNA- and RNA-binding domain. Structural analysis and DNA-
and RNA-interaction studies suggest two nucleic-acid binding
surfaces per PUR domain. Sequence alignment and structural
prediction indicate that the core region harbors an additional
third repeat. A longer fragment containing all three repeats
dimerizes Pur-�. Surface envelope calculations from SAXS
measurements with a fragment containing repeats I to III show
an unusual Z-like conformation of the Pur-� dimer.

Results
Overall Structure of Pur-� Repeats I and II. Various fragments of
Pur-� from different species were expressed and used for
crystallization trials. A fragment consisting of residues 40 to 185
from Drosophila melanogaster Pur-� isoform 1 [Pur-� (I–II)] (see
Fig. 1 A) resulted in initial crystals. After optimization of crys-
tallization conditions, Selenomethionine-derivatized protein
crystals were produced and phases determined by multiple
wavelength anomalous dispersion (Tables S1 and S2). The
structural model was built from a native dataset at 2.1 Å
resolution (see Tables S1 and S2). The final model with Rwork �
22.3% and Rfree � 24.0% revealed that the protein structure
consists of two repeats. We refer to them as PUR repeats I and
II. Each of the PUR repeats consist of a four-stranded antipa-
rallel �-sheet, followed by a C-terminal �-helix (Fig. 1 B and C).
Both repeats are connected through a short linker region and
form a globular domain we refer to as ‘‘PUR domain’’ (see Fig.
1 B and C). The intercalation of the �-helix from one repeat into
the other repeat results in a hydrophobic buried surface interface
of 1,830 Å2 per monomer (approximately 33% of each mono-
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mer’s surface). Such a large buried surface significantly exceeds
the areas masked in average by protein-protein interactions (13,
14) and strongly suggests a stable interaction of PUR repeats I
and II in Pur-�.

PUR Domains Are Members of the Whirly-Class of Nucleic-Acid Binding
Domains. A systematic structural comparison using DaliLite (15)
revealed significant similarities to a set of annotated proteins.
Among them, the highest scores were obtained for the mito-
chondrial RNA-binding protein-2 (MRP-2) (PDB-ID: 2GIA;
Z-score: 8.2; rmsd: 4.7 Å for 114 �-carbon pairs), the mitochon-
drial RNA-binding protein-1 (MRP-1) (PDB-ID: 2GJE; Z-
score: 7.0; rmsd: 4.7 Å for 108 �-carbon pairs), and the plant
transcriptional regulator PBF-2 (P24) (PDB-ID: 1L3A; Z-score:
6.9; rmsd: 4.7 Å for 113 �-carbon pairs). Even higher scores were
obtained for two hypothetical proteins with no known function
from cyanobacteria (PDB-ID: 2IT9; Z-score: 11.4; rmsd: 3.5 Å
for 116 �-carbon pairs/PDB-ID: 2NVN; Z-score: 10.9; rmsd: 3.7
Å for 118 �-carbon pairs). For none of the mentioned proteins
did sequence identities with Pur-� exceed 16%.

MRP-2 and MRP-1 are RNA-binding proteins (16), whereas
P24 binds to dsDNA and ssDNA (17). All three proteins contain
a so-called Whirly domain (Fig. S2) that matches the overall
�����-����� topology of PUR domains and nicely superposes
with them (Fig. 1 D and E). The main differences to PUR

domains are longer loop regions, a rotated orientation of the
�-sheets (see Fig. 1E), and a longer kinked �-helix at the C
terminus for MRP2. In summary, the structural comparison
uncovers intriguing similarities to the Whirly domains of MRP1,
MRP2, and P24.

Examination of the crystal contacts of Pur-� shows a pro-
nounced difference to the quarternary structure of the known
Whirly proteins (see Fig. S2). Whereas Whirly proteins tetramer-
ize via interactions of their �-helices, such an arrangement is not
observed in the crystal lattice of Pur-�.

PUR Domains Show Positively Charged Surface Regions Around Their
�-Sheets with High Sequence Conservation. A surface plot of
sequence conservation reveals great differences at the opposing
sides of the PUR domain (Fig. 2 A and B). Whereas the side
showing both �-helices is almost devoid of highly conserved
residues (see Fig. 2B), the opposing side reveals considerable
sequence conservation at and around the two �-sheets (Fig. 2 A,
C, and D). Both conserved �-sheets are clearly separated by an
unconserved rim (dashed line in Fig. 2 A, C, and D). These
findings suggest two independent surface areas of functional
importance.

Analysis of the surface charges of Pur-� (I–II) (Fig. 3 A and
B) shows moderate negative charges at the �-helical side (see
Fig. 3B). In contrast, the surface side with both �-sheets shows
a number of positively charged residues around the �-sheet of
PUR repeat II (K121, R132, K138, R142, R147, R155, R158)
(see Fig. 3 A and C). Positive surface charges at the �-sheet of
PUR repeat I appear slightly less pronounced (R55, K61, R65,
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Fig. 1. The structure of Drosophila Pur-� identifies the PUR domain as an
MRP1/MRP2/P24-like nucleic-acid binding protein. (A) Schematic drawing of
the distinct protein regions of Pur-� (Top) and the two protein fragments used
in this study (Middle and Bottom). PUR repeats have been identified in this
study by structure determination. (B) Ribbon backbone model of the globular
domain formed by two PUR repeats, termed PUR domain. Similar to the
schematic drawing in (A), PUR repeat I is shown in green, PUR repeat II in blue,
and the linker connecting both repeats in gray. (C) View from (B) rotated by
180° around the vertical axis. (D) Superposition of the structure of Pur-� (gray)
with the structure of MRP2 (red). Orientation is identical to (C). (E) Rotated and
magnified superposition from (D) showing the orientation of the �-sheets
from Pur-� and MRP2 with respect to each other.
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Fig. 2. Surface conservation of the PUR domain. (A) Surface representation
of the sequence conservation of the solvent-accessible surface of the PUR
domain. Surface plot is based on the interspecies alignment shown in Fig. S1.
Dark green coloration indicates complete conservation, whereas light green
shows partially conserved and gray unconserved residues. Orientation is iden-
tical to Fig. 1B. Dashed line indicates the unconserved rim that separates the
two highly conserved surface regions around the �-sheets. (B) Representation
as in (A) rotated by 180° around the vertical axis (identical to orientation in Fig.
1C). (Insets) Cartoon representation of a close-up of the �-sheet from PUR
repeats I and PUR repeat II (Fig. 1B). Color-coding is identical to (Fig. 1 B and
C). (C) Close-up of surface conservation from Pur repeat II with the view
identical to inset above (C). (D) Close-up of surface charge of Pur repeat I with
the view identical to inset above (D).
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K70, R80, R131) (see Fig. 3 A and D). These positive charges at
both �-sheets hint at potential nucleic-acid binding surfaces.

PUR Domains Are Functional Nucleic-Acid Binding Domains. As shown
for human Pur-� (18), EMSA with full-length Pur-� showed
strong and specific binding to the previously reported MF0677
ssDNA (18) (Fig. 4A), indicating an equilibrium dissociation
constant (Kd) of about 5 nM. Binding to a CGG RNA oligomer
(5) was considerably weaker (Fig. 4B) and indicates a Kd around
1 �M. To test what the contribution of the PUR domain
observed in the crystal structure is to this binding, we repeated
EMSAs with Pur-� (I–II). Mobility shifts with ssDNA and
ssRNA (Fig. 4 C and D) were comparable to shifts observed with
full-length Pur-�. This finding indicates that the crystallized
PUR domain represents a functional nucleic-acid binding do-
main that is sufficient for the main binding affinity of the protein.
No unspecific binding to oligoA ssDNA or oligoA ssRNA was
observed (see Fig. 4 C and D).

Surface Areas Around the �-Sheets Are Involved in Nucleic-Acid
Binding. It has been previously reported that in mouse Pur-� the
mutation of arginine 71 into glutamic acid results in reduced
ssDNA binding and dsDNA unwinding (19). The corresponding
residue arginine 55 in Drosophila Pur-� is located in the second
�-strand of PUR repeat I (Fig. S3 A and B), suggesting that the
�-sheets are indeed sites of nucleic-acid binding. We generated
mutations to probe whether both ends of the conserved �-sheets

are involved in nucleic-acid binding (see Fig. S3 A and B). The
first Pur-� (I–II) construct has mutated a conserved arginine in
the loop connecting �-strand 2 with 3 in both PUR repeats
[Pur-� (I–II/R65A, R142A)]. This double mutant did not show
any defect in ssDNA binding (see Fig. 4C), whereas ssRNA
binding was moderately impaired (see Fig. 4D). The second set
of mutations affect arginines at the fourth �-strand of PUR
repeats I and II [Pur-� (I–II/R80A, R158A)]. This double
mutation abolishes ssDNA binding (Fig. 4E) as well as ssRNA
binding (Fig. 4F). Correct folding of both double mutants was
verified by circular dichroism spectroscopy (Fig. S3C). In sum-
mary, these results indicate that the �-sheets and nearby residues
are the interaction surfaces for ssDNA and ssRNA binding.

Pur-� (I–II) Is Monomeric in Solution. We examined if the crystal-
lographic, intramolecular interaction of PUR repeats I and II is

BA

C D

Fig. 3. Surface charges of the PUR domain. (A) Representation of the
electrostatic potentials of the solvent-accessible surface of the PUR domain.
Red and blue coloration indicate negative and positive electrostatic poten-
tials, respectively. Orientation is identical to Figs. 1B and 2A. Dashed line
indicates the unconserved rim that separates the two highly conserved surface
regions around the �-sheets. (B) Representation as in (A) rotated by 180°
around the vertical axis (identical to orientation in Figs. 1C and 2B). (Insets)
Cartoon representation of a close-up of the �-sheet from PUR repeats I (A) and
PUR repeat II (Fig. 1B). (C) Close-up of surface charges of Pur repeat II with the
view identical to inset above (C). (D) Close-up of surface charges of Pur repeat
I with the view identical to inset above (D).
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Fig. 4. DNA EMSAs with different Pur-� fragments. (A) Full-length Pur-�
binds with high affinity to MF0677 24mer ssDNA but not to control A(24)-mer
ssDNA. (B) Full-length Pur-� also binds to a (CGG)(12)-mer ssRNA. Pur-� (I-II)
binds to the ssDNA (C) and to the ssRNA (D) with affinities comparable to
full-length Pur-�. The double-mutation R65A and R142A in Pur-� (I-II) does not
affect its binding to ssDNA (C) but showed a moderate reduction in ssRNA
binding (D). The double-mutant R80A and R158A abolished binding of Pur-�
(I-II) to ssDNA (E) as well as to ssRNA (F).
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consistent with the oligomeric state of Pur-� (I–II) in solution.
Using size-exclusion chromatography (Fig. 5A) and SAXS ex-
periments (see Fig. S4A and Fig. 5A), we confirmed the mono-
meric state of Pur-� (I–II). In addition, the p(r)-distribution of
Pur-� (I–II) is rather symmetric with a single peak and shows the
typical shape of a globular molecule (Fig. S4B). From the SAXS
data, a surface envelope was calculated (Fig. 5C) into which the
crystal structure could be nicely fitted (Fig. 5D). In addition, the
theoretical scattering curve for the PUR domain was calculated
from the crystal structure and was found to match well with the
measured data (Fig. S4 C and D). The buried surface interface
of 1,830 Å2 per PUR repeat in the PUR domain is exceedingly
large for such a small protein. From all these findings, we
rationalize that the PUR domain consisting of PUR repeats I and
II from the same Pur-� molecule is also found in solution and is
likely to exist also in context of the full-length protein. As already
suggested by our analysis of the crystal contacts (see Fig. S2), we
conclude that these PUR domains do not adopt the tetrameric
quarternary structure (see Fig. S2) observed in the known
Whirly proteins (16, 17).

Pur-� Has Three PUR Repeats in Its Central Region. An alignment of
the central nucleic-acid binding region of Pur-� homologs from
different species reveals a moderate level of sequence identity
but a strong conservation of key residues that define PUR
repeats (see Fig. S1).

These residues were also found in the Drosophila core region
C-terminal to PUR repeat II (see Fig. S1), indicating the
existence of a third PUR repeat (see Fig. 1 A). This third PUR

repeat shares 25% (53%) and 32% (56%) sequence identity
(similarity) with repeats I and II, respectively (Table S3). It
shares an almost identical secondary-structure prediction and
shows strong conservation in residues that are buried in the
interface between PUR repeats I and II. Therefore, we
hypothesize that the third PUR repeat might also adopt a
three-dimensional fold similar to repeats I and II.

Pur-� (I–III) Forms a Dimer in Solution. The PUR-domain structure
(see Fig. 1 B and C) suggests that an isolated, monomeric PUR
repeat is unstable. For stabilization of PUR repeat III an
interaction with another PUR repeat forming a PUR domain
might be necessary. The most likely interaction is an intermo-
lecular PUR domain by two repeats III, resulting in Pur-�
dimers. By using size-exclusion chromatography and SAXS
measurements, we found that Pur-� (I–III) does indeed form
dimers (see Fig. S4A and Fig. 5A). This finding suggests that
PUR repeat III induces dimerization of Pur-�, most likely
through its interaction with a PUR repeat III from a different
peptide chain (Fig. 5B). Consistently, the pair-distribution func-
tion of Pur-� (I-III) shows the typical skewed shape of an
elongated molecule (see Fig. S4B ). The elongated arrangement
of PUR domains contributed by two polypeptide chains appears
to be well suited to recognize repetitive sequences as reported
for Pur-�. Because Pur-� dimers are stable at experimental
concentrations (20) as low as 30 nM (Table S4), we anticipate
that they might be present also in vivo.

SAXS Indicates that Dimeric Pur-� (I–III) Adopts a Z-Like Shape. As
expected from the p(r)-distribution (see Fig. S4B), structural
calculations with SAXS data from Pur-� (I–III) yielded surface
envelopes with an elongated shape (Fig. 5E). However, Pur-�
(I–III) envelopes have an unexpected Z-like shape into which
three PUR domains can be placed (Fig. 5F). For a good fit into
the envelope, the PUR-domain in the middle has to be oriented
perpendicular to the two flanking PUR domains.

Discussion
We performed structural analysis on the core region from
Drosophila Pur-� and determined that it consists of three PUR
repeats. The interaction of two repeats results in a PUR domain
with strong structural similarity to the MRP1/MRP2 and P24
class of Whirly-domain proteins. On the other hand, no signif-
icant sequence similarity is detectable between Pur-� and these
proteins. We also noted a similarity in topology to the transcrip-
tional co-activator PC4 (21). However, PC4 was not detected in
DaliLite searches and, in contrast to Pur-� (�–��), forms inter-
molecular dimers.

Whereas MRP1/MRP2 binds ssRNA, P24 has been shown to
bind ssDNA and dsDNA as well as to unwind dsDNA. Intrigu-
ingly, Pur-� combines the functions of both protein classes. For
example, Drosophila Pur-� binds to CGG repeats of the 5�UTR
of FMR1 mRNA (5), but also interacts with dsDNA and ssDNA
(19, 22). ATP-independent short-range unwinding of dsDNA
has also been reported for Pur-� (22). EMSA with DNA and
RNA indicate that the PUR domain consisting of PUR repeats
I and II is the main nucleic-acid binding domain of this protein
(see Fig. 4 A–D). In summary, the similarities are not limited to
the structural level, but also extend to their functional properties.
There are, however, also significant differences between these
proteins. PUR repeats I and II do not tetramerize like their
Whirly-domain counterparts; instead, they are monomeric.

Analysis of the crystallographic contact of the two hypothet-
ical proteins with similarity to Pur-� revealed no tetrameric
organization (see Fig. S2). An assessment of their crystallo-
graphic contacts (EBI-PISA server; www.ebi.ac.uk) failed to
suggest surfaces that are likely to mediate oligomerization in
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solution. Like Pur-�, these potential members of the Whirly
family seem to fail to form tetramers.

Analysis of the surface conservation and charges suggests that
both conserved regions around the two �-sheets of Pur-� (I–II)
are functionally important. The corresponding regions of MRP1/
MRP2 and P24 have been mapped to bind ssRNA and DNA,
respectively (16, 17). A mutation in the fourth �-strand in both
PUR repeats abolished DNA and RNA binding (see Fig. 4 E and
F), confirming that the conserved regions around the concave
�-sheets are indeed nucleic-acid binding surfaces. The observed
selective reduction of RNA binding by Pur-� (I–II/R65A,
R142A) (see Fig. 4D) indicates that the tested RNA and DNA
target are not bound in an identical fashion.

One unexpected feature of the surface analysis of Pur-� is the
significant difference in patterns of surface conservation and
charges between the areas around the �-sheets of PUR repeats
I and II (see Figs. 2 A, C, and D and 3 A, C, and D). It is possible
that both surfaces have evolved to bind distinct nucleic-acid
targets. Alternatively, one of the potential binding regions might
lack nucleic-acid binding properties and instead plays a different
functional role in Pur-�. Consistent with the latter hypothesis is
the finding that in the MRP1/MRP2 complex, only one of the two
�-sheets binds RNA (16).

One other difference found between Pur-� and MRP1/MRP2
is that Pur-� binds to specific RNA sequences (5), whereas the
MRP1/MRP2 complex does not (16, 23–25). In the crystal
structure of the gRNA co-complex with MRP1/MRP2, the bases
of the RNA point away from the MRP1/MRP2 surface. This
orientation prevents sequence-specific interaction with the pro-
tein complex. Thus, in the case of sequence-specific binding by
Pur-�, the RNA or DNA is likely to be oriented differently.

Size-exclusion chromatography and SAXS analyses (see Fig.
S4A and Fig. 5A) indicated that the third PUR repeat mediates
dimerization of two Pur-� molecules. Surface envelopes calcu-
lated from SAXS data show that dimeric Pur-� adopts a Z-like
conformation in solution (see Fig. 5E). We were able to accom-
modate three PUR domains within the envelope (see Fig. 5F),
further indicating that PUR repeat III might dimerize to form a
PUR domain (see Fig. 5B). However, we should note that our
data provide no direct evidence for the existence of a PUR
domain formed by two PUR repeats III.

Pur-� binds to (NGG)n and r(CGG)n repeats (1, 5). The
elongated organization of the Pur-� dimer seems well suited to
accommodate the binding to such repetitive single-stranded
sequences. Such a domain arrangement also allows for the
simultaneous binding of more than one independent RNA
molecule per full-length Pur-� dimer. Assuming that the Z-like
arrangement is stable also in the nucleotide-bound state, a
binding of dsDNA by more than one PUR domain is likely to
require extreme bending of the DNA, and therefore appears
unlikely. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that upon
dsDNA binding Pur-� undergoes conformational changes. Al-
ternatively, the previously reported unwinding of dsDNA upon
binding (19, 22) could generate the conformational f lexibility
required for full DNA binding.

The structural study on MRP1/MRP2 revealed that hairpin
RNA is unwound in the bound state. Because, to our knowledge
for Pur-�, only unwinding of dsDNA has been reported (19, 22),
it might be interesting to investigate whether Pur-� has similar
capabilities in unwinding dsRNA. Regardless of the nucleic-acid
target, the question arises how Pur-� achieves and maintains
unwinding of double-stranded nucleic acids. It has been sug-
gested that its structural homolog P24 unwinds dsDNA first by
exploiting melted regions of dsDNA and then maintains un-
winding by intercalating the entire tetramer into an otherwise
double-stranded DNA (17). An ATP-independent exploitation
of melted dsDNA regions appears to be a likely first step also for
Pur-�-dependent unwinding. In addition, the C terminus of

Pur-� may be required for the unwinding of dsDNA (19, 22).
However, an intercalation of Pur-� analogous to P24 is unlikely
because it does not form tetramers. Instead, one could imagine
that Pur-� separates complementing DNA strands by binding
with both �-sheets of a PUR domain to the individual DNA
strands. The unconserved rim between these �-sheets (see Figs.
2A and 3A) could serve as a spacer between both DNA strands.
Our SAXS analyses revealed that Pur-� (I-III) has a Dmax value
of about 135 Å. This distance corresponds to the length of about
25 DNA bases and should roughly match the maximum sequence
stretch Pur-� would be able to intercalate via such a mechanism.
Indeed, it has been reported that only short oligomeric stretches
of dsDNA are unwound by Pur-� (19, 22). Albeit intriguing, such
hypotheses require new sets of experiments to be tested in future.
The Pur-� structure reported here and its structural and func-
tional similarity to the Whirly class of nucleic-acid binding
proteins will provide a rational basis for such studies and will
help to understand the mechanistic roles this protein plays in
transcription, mRNA localization, fragile X-associated tremor/
ataxia syndrome, and viral replication.

Materials and Methods
Protein Expression and Purification. GST-tagged protein fragments were
expressed in Escherichia coli and purified using standard conditions (26).
After protease cleavage of the GST tag, GST was subtracted using a GST
column and nucleic acids removed by a Q column. Pur-� was further purified
by Heparin column. The final purification step was performed by size-
exclusion chromatography. Selenomethionine-substituted protein was ex-
pressed as described (27).

Crystallization and Structure Determination. Crystals were grown at 21 °C by
hanging-drop vapor-diffusion using a 1:1 mixture of protein (3–5 mg/ml) and
crystallization solutions containing 100 mM Hepes or Mes pH 5.9 to 7.8, 200
mM MgCl2, and 20 to 26% PEG 3350. Crystals appeared within 2 to 4 days. Cryo
protection was achieved by adding 20% glycerol. Multiple wavelength anom-
alous dispersion experiments were recorded at beamline ID14–4 [European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) Grenoble, France] and native datasets at
beamline ID14–1 (ESRF, Grenoble, France). Data were integrated and scaled
with XDS (28). Phases were obtained with Crank (Crunch2/BP3/Solomon) (29,
30), and extended to 2.1 Å resolution. Parts of the final model were automat-
ically build with Buccaneer (31) and manually completed using COOT (32). Re-
finement of the native data was performed with Refmac (33, 34), using noncrys-
tallographic symmetry. The final model was analyzed using SFCHECK (35).

Structure Visualization and Analysis. Images of the crystal structures were
prepared with PyMol (DELano), electrostatic surface potentials represented
with CCP4 mg, and buried surface areas calculated with Areaimol (29). Surface
plot of sequence conservation was prepared with Chimera (36).

DNA- and RNA-Binding Assays. DNAs and RNAs were obtained by total chemical
synthesis. EMSAs were essentially performed as previously described (37).
Protein was transferred to DEPC-treated Binding Buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl (pH
7.4 at 4 °C), 150 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT] and
monitored for proper folding by size-exclusion chromatography. Serial pro-
tein dilutions and a constant amount of radiolabeled DNA/RNA (2.5 nM) were
incubated in Binding Buffer on ice for 20 min. DNA-binding experiments
contained 25 �g/ml PolydI/PolydC competitor, and RNA-binding experiments
contained 25 �g/ml yeast tRNA as well as 200 U/ml RiboLock RNase inhibitor.
Reaction mixtures (15 �l) were loaded onto 6% TBE polyacrylamide gels and
analyzed after electrophoresis (35 min, 110 V) by phosphoimaging. Sequences
of oligonucleotides were as follows: MF0677 ssDNA, 5�-GGA GGT GGT GGA
GGG AGA GAA AAG-3�; Oligo-A ssDNA, A(24); CGG ssRNA, 5�-CGG CGG CGG
CGG-3�; Oligo-A ssRNA, A(12).

Size-Exclusion Chromatography. Pur-� (0.5 ml) was loaded onto Superose 12
10/300 GL column in buffer with 20 mM Hepes (pH 8.0) and 500 mM NaCl (flow
rate: 0.9 ml/min). Column calibration was performed with a size-exclusion
calibration kit (BioRad). Absence of nucleic acid contamination was confirmed
by measuring the A260/A280 ratio.

Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering. Synchrotron SAXS data were collected at the
X33 beamline (European Molecular Biology Laboratory/Deutsches Elektronen
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Synchrotron) and at the ID14–3 beamline (ESRF, Grenoble, France). Scattering
curves were measured in 20 mM Hepes (pH 8.0), 500 mM NaCl, and 3 mM DTT
with exposure times of 2 min (X-33) and 10 times 30 s (ID14–3), respectively.
Data analysis was performed using ATSAS (38). For molecular-mass determi-
nation, scattering intensities were extrapolated to zero angle (I0), using BSA
and lysozyme as references. The radius of gyration Rg was calculated using the
Guinier approximation with the constraint s*Rg � 1.3. GNOM was used to
calculate p(r) and Dmax. The correct Dmax was iteratively determined by eval-
uating the resulting Rg value and the shape of the p(r)-distribution. Bead
models were calculated with GASBORp, and for Pur-� (I–II) overlayed with the
crystal structure using SUPCOMB. CRYSOL was used to determine the theo-
retical scattering curve based on the Pur-� crystal structure.
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